
PEACEFUL MACHISMO - THE CONCEPTUAL WORK OF KEN PEREZ



GOAL OF MY WORK :

I believe that peaceful machismo and compassion will be the next great trend - to be expressed through social
movements and  thru the arts( movies, literature). What do I mean by '’peaceful machismo’'? The stereotypes
associated with peace, compassion, and other 'soft' things tend to wimpy and bland, like delicate flowers, cuddly teddy
bears, gentle hippies, and the like( though I'm not putting these lovely things down at all). Peace and love in actuality are
the most brilliant and powerful of the cosmic forces - thus you need powerful, yet grounded, humble beings and all-
permeating, yet economical technologies/tools/sciences in order to transmit these higher energies...

Perhaps these beings of peace are even wilder and stronger than superheroes, extraterrestrials, and 'holy' dieties,  and
are thus equipped with healing and nurturing technologies more powerful(yet more energetically sensitive) than the
most terrible weapons. My guess is that many artists and writers will attempt to give face to this neo-heroic archetype -
which is in actuality a more complete manifestation of the classic archetypes previously represented as gods,
superheroes, and 'chosen ones'.

Also, the self-perpetuating, parasetic  paradigm of good and evil/ heroes and villains  is coming to an end. What's the
use of winning wars, creating evermore destructive weaponry, and evermore 'sophisticated' means of infiltration if we
have to worry about new enemies, whether in the real world or in the imaginative realm( eg, in the real world,
terrorists, 'psychos in the street, and in the arts, think of all the endless sequels of formulaic Hollywood films, the
redundant' us against them' themes which mirror our everday paranoias) ? Though people keep watching movies and
reading stories with oversimplified depictions of  good and bad, I believe that they hunger for themes more empowering
and unifying than 'righteous', vengeful, militaristic ones.  Yet, they also like to be entertained, and enthralled by
spectacle, displays of power, grace, and coolness - but how to do this, while inpiring them with themes of peace and
enlightment?

This is where my work can be of use.  Over the years, I've created many characters, worlds, and parables dealing with
hardcore peace. Unfortunately, my grand ideas  exceed my energies and technical abilities...

Though my writing and drawing skills are above average, my main talent is to concoct powerful ideas - in that sense, I'm
a conceptual guy. My goal is be part of the creative movement of the future, the next great age of enlightment in which
I act as one of the conceptual visionaries. So I think that like-minded illustrators, directors, moviescript writers would
enjoy adapting my concepts, in the same manner when depicting the concepts of their favorite artists, writers, and
creators( think of the many pros who grew up drawing - and continue to render - the universes of popular mythologies,
like that of Star Wars, Star Trek).

               THE SCRAWNY BRAWNIES

World war 3 is about to erupt, only nobody knows who the enemy is. There's evidence that either Christian ,Muslim, or
other religious/political extremists are preparing an attack; there's the threat of a possible alien invasion as well.
Ominous, thundering sounds echo throughout the heavens and oceans. The world's armies point their guns at the
scattered rumbling. Some armies even target their own soldiers.

 The Scrawny brawnies, tiny robots resembling wind-up toys, decide to stage a peaceful protest, even though
everyone else grabs a weapon.  Tornadoes, hurricanes, meteors, spacecraft and giant spectres attack from the skies, and
everyone fires at each other. But the Brawnies turn their peace and love signs sideways , revealing their true form:
interdimensional vessels  which function as  rayguns and spaceships.

SOME STORY CONCEPTS:





The Brawnies intercept the bombs and meteors with their nonviolent beams of neutralization and energetic
redistribution,  'freezing' the assault...the brawnies then solidify their own jagged beams and shape them into blades
and studded hammers. They  slash and pulverize all the solidified firepower. They also solidify the specters and nuclear
explosions, which no Earthly weapon could penetrate, and smash them to bits.  The human armies feel threatened by
this bizarre show of force, and immediately start firing at the Brawnies. However, the Brawnies solidify their artillery,
and then use their blades to cut off the guns of tanks, battleships, and other weapons, making the vehicles spurt blood,
like castrated penises - though they don't injure any soldier.  The Brawnies instead give the soldiers a spiritual make-
over in the sense that their rays burn away their rocky, humanoid exteriors, reshaping them into shimmering, golden,
angelic  beings - they're now  radiant, sentient life-forms. ..as  the rigid layers melt, they laugh in ecstacy, not scream in
agony. They also reshape the tanks and battleships into more powerful, yet nurturing emerald vessels.





The Brawnies can neutralize any attack, no matter how fast and overwhelming because of their ying/yang cosmic
connection - represented in the form of a multi-layered mothership... it resembles a surreal aircraft carrier( mini-
carriers within a cosmic  carrier  of infinite spacecraft and nonviolent weaponry).



THE CYBERDONS

Santa Ninada, a glamorous, high-tech city( resembling an amalgamation of Las Vegas, Tokyo, and New York city) is on
the verge of economic collapse. The contradictions of its hyper-competitive, unequal system have cancelled out other
options, and now threaten society in forms that can’t be so easily diagnosed. Yet no one sees or understands this
abstract, yet subtle dynamic('mysterious') so they blame rival groups( either minorities,practitioners of alternate schools
of thought, or the corrupt, greedy few who they believe to responsible for the corrosion of a fundamentally good
system). These internal conflicts between various classes of people and idealogies is threatening to divide the city into
warring ghettoes.

But this threat is overshadowed by a more immediate one: their city is attacked by two warring god-like monsters, who
seem to appear from nowhere.These dinosaur-like behemoths mutilate each other, but to no avail, since their gruesome
wounds instantly heal and become the beautiful, spiky, armored features of a new dinomonster. Each disfigurement
reveals the evolutionary chain between all dinosaurs, in a surreal way. For example, the jagged, almost serrated flesh-
wounds( produced by slashing claws and horns) take the sleek form of an Ichthyosaur, with its sharply-angled fins. A
crushed, molten body forms into the compact, densely-armored body of an Anklyosaur-like beast. A monster that's
impaled by spikes, nails, spears, and arrows takes the spiky form of a super-efficient alien-dinosaur. The razor-thin line
between destruction and rebirth, suffering and healing is literally drawn by blood, as even the crimson geysers erupting
from their gaping wounds become slashing, mauling, incinerating weapons; the very devastating blows that produce
volcanic eruptions of blood can shape them into organic blades and hammers.





The previously frightened human crowds, become engrossed with the gore and spectacle, eagerly awaiting the next
move and wild, horrific form of a beast.   People also form fanbases, following their favorite monster.  On a deeper level,
people sense something evolutionary taking place, perhaps revolutionary, on many levels, as they see the
interrelationship between anatomies, past, present, and of probable futures.

The mastodons had destroyed many buildings and people in the first phase of their struggle, but they became so
focused on inflicting ever-greater injuries to each other, and morphing into stronger bodies, that they all but forgot their
surroundings. The disfiguring struggle takes many twists, as one beast forms into an entirely new substance: metal. They
morphe into heavily-armed robots, showering each other with modern and futuristic artillery.  Again, a smashed robot
also uses its very wounds to form into destructive weapons; its jagged ruptures still lethal like the sharp edges of a
cracked bottle - the exposed and torn wire forming into guns



Their technological advances allows for even greater tactical ingenuity, and they assail each other with elaborate volleys
of artillery. But they keep stalemating each other, no matter the pace and density of the barrages, like a shadow that
has stepped out the wall to face the boxer. The two wargods grow tired from the futile exchanges and step back - still
facing each other, though their guard is down. The perplexed crowds watch on as the cyberdons jab at each other
playfully - suddenly, these evenly-matched rivals use their unique powers to create cosmic fireworks; exchanging non-
destructive blows and weaving multi-dimensional patterns comprised of flower-shaped daggers, emerald spacecraft,
silver hammers, and other abstract weapons and projectiles....

Everyone is mesmerized and inspired by this non-violent display of power; it's as if the galactic embroidery of morphing
weaponry represents the mystical dynamics of the evolving zeitgeist . These heavenly patterns seem to provide a
blueprint for designing a utopia on Earth. The cyberdons part ways, and nod to each other as they fly up to the skies,
revealing their places of origin: 2 distantly-related 'rainbow holes' .

Everyone feels an ecstacy greater than faith, deeper than hope, and they view each other and the world's resources as
being scattered pieces of a heavenly puzzle, not as one-dimensional obstacles or dead-weight.



MUTANT ART SCHOOL

A collection of intergalactic misfits: neo-nazi cyborgs, unredeemable humanoid convicts, disgraced gods, over-the-hill
superheroes, and other undesirables are sent to Lucifer's star, the distant moon of a fascist galactic planet.

This moon is a literal hell, overrun by demons and savage predators. These lost, or rather deported souls constantly
bicker.

Ayana, a cyborg, is a failed art teacher. She's a deceptively attractive, middle-aged womanoid of Asian-American
descent. She was denied an opportunity because she failed the entrance exam to the Prestigious Calculator's school of
automatons.  She's also a former wrestler. She wasn't so powerful in her native world, but the less-oppressive gravity
here gives her abnormal strentgh and athletic powers. She uses her newfound powers to keep the peace; acting as a
bouncer who restrains or chokes out unruly bullies.

Tired of breaking up fights, she ponders how the entities can find a creative outlet.  As she walks among  her fellow
outcasts, studying  their whipping tentacles, lashing claws, studded, intricate mechanical parts, and other appendages,
she gets an idea : she beleves that their idle limbs would be ideal as art tools, so she's determined to stage an art show.
Bored out of their extraterrestrial skulls, the entities jump at the chance of expressing themselves. Under her guidance
and ingenious  improvisation( she makes paint, ink, and clay by mixing the toxic grounds with sticky, filthy water - which
also purifies them for drnking) the mutants create swirling marks with their tentacles, and the robots make bold square
patterns with their rapid-fire, hammer-fisted blows, textures richer and finer than those produced by an ink press. Their
multidimensional aesthetic is so elaborate and colorful, that their works can't be labeled as abstract art, expressionist;
their magical tones too brilliant for the digital domain of special effects.

The show is a success and inspires other prisoners to arrange their own festivities, fashion shows, sporting events, and
other impro-cultural activities .. this positive atmosphere paves the way for a just, communal society.  As sparkling
rainbow rays clear away the fog-storms of the poisoned planet,  their designated hell evolves into a personalized heaven
- the captives of an unknown prison becoming caretakers of a secret paradise.





THE ICE SAURIANS

Ayana, an animal rights activist, stages a one person protest on behalf of baby seals. Not only are these fluffy critters
used for food and fur coats, their precious blood is used as oil -the seals are percieved to be the final natural resource of
a dying planet.

Social activism is considered to be obsolete in a world that thrives on cynicism and pragmatism, so Ayana is the final
member of a once-thriving organization. She waves a sign, and gives a stirring speech on the level of any great thinker or
prophet; though her language and logic stems from a higher consciousness, the crowds hear nothing beyond, 'save the
seals'.

They also see this logo on her sign, while the rest of the profound text appears as indecipherable heiroglyphics, even
though it's written in plain english: 'The baby seals must flourish, they need to travel in packs so that they can migrate to
the hidden paradise - to join other animals that have been thought to have gone extinct. This hidden world contains self-
sustaining resources and fertile lands... the simple, humble seals can show us the way to transcendance and evolution.'
The crowds mock her and dismiss her as a fanatic.

Dismayed, Ayana takes refuge in  one of the few grassy areas of the Charles River, which mostly has artificial green turf.
But her spirit is lifted when she see's a handsome pygmachian entiy rise from the misty waters. As she smiles, she's
zapped by ocean-blue rays fired from his icy-blue sapphire heart. She has a sudden urge to thwart a massive attack on
the seals. Though she doesn't know how she's going to do this, she's driven by a faith stronger than compulsion. She
kayaks her way to the polar regions....

As the hunters raise their studded clubs to batter the seals, sapphire rays ( amplified by the northern lights and moon)
fire from Ayana's shiny retro-jogging shorts. The rays temporarily blind the hunters, while encasing the seals in armored,
diamond-like vehicles, resembling tank-sleds. The clubs are snapped to bits upon striking their sparkling ,robust sides,
and bullets  bounce back  at the hunters. The once-lethargic seals slide their way to safety, down the hills with no
vanishing point.

 The seals are also the main food source for the terrible ice saurians( dinosaur-like predators) but not even these
mastodons can penetrate the tank-sleds, their icicle-like  fangs and claws are shattered as they rip away in wrathful
desperation.

Meanwhile, the government grows desperate, realizing that their precious resources are dwindling. They send in the
navy, armed with ultra-sensitive drone weaponry;  just enough firepower to penetrate the tank-sleds in theory, while
mortally wounding the seals . They fire away, but even their missiles and other artillery ricochet off the sleds,
devastating the battleships.

There's an even greater crisis now, since the ice saurians, deprived of their main food, migrate to the cities, attacking
everyone in sight. The police and other defense forces are no match for the spiky, fanged, heavily-armored saurians. But
people, rather than exploring other options, are still seduced by the militaristic ideal of never backing down and not
going out without a fight - they form militias in a final, futile effort.

 But Ayana and a few weary souls follow the seals into the polar caverns of pre-destiny - a timeless realm. They
discover an inner paradise larger than the outer Earth, an evergrowing world waiting to nourish receptive lifeforms.





UFO(E)S

Mysterious tremors are felt throughout the Earth. Scientists search everywhere for the source of this turbulence, which
also has a disorienting psychological effect: thin peple appear fat, corpulent persons look thin, the symmetrical outlines
of cityscapes slant, and the lands widen. It's not clear if this effect is entirely mental.

 Suddenly, the sunlit skies tremble, like wooden beams being cut by  chainsaws. The source of this disturbance is
revealed as rotary saw-shaped flying saucers whirl around erratically. These ships have various blades and hammers
protuding out of their serrated sides. They pummel and cut through mountains, skyscrapers and anything else in their
everchanging trajectory. There aren't any visible pilots in the spacecraft, it's as if they're being pulled by unseen forces,
like celestial bodies sliding from one orbit to another - carried accordingly to the chaotic gravity. Fighter jets, missiles,
and other smart weaponry can't target them, since they're like reflections or shadows of something even more elusive.

 Sanchez, a military scientist who once had a promising career with United Peace( an organization dedicated to
creating self-sustaining resources for egalitarian societies) but who instead signed with the military for a more financially
secure career, looks back to his pacifistic past for a solution to the present threat.  He concludes that the ufos aren't
really spacecraft, that their somehow linked to people via magnetic-psychic waves.  The saucers are manifestations of a
chaotic universe - which further threatens 'unbalanced species' such as homo sapiens.... humans, because of their lack
of unity, are ignorant of their interdependance with it all, and are therefore susceptible to all manner of chaos; they
don't realize that they're overly- stressed,  malfunctioning gears in the expanding universal mecha-oganism - thus the
greater gears have severed the gravitational bands... making Earth vulnerable to 'natural disasters' like comets, stray
asteroids, 'malignant ufos', etc,.

 Sanchez recommends that everyone  form an interconnecting pattern or line, acting as ' human wire'  - which
can attract fluctuating cosmic energies. Everybody uses their particular stance, whether angled or circular, and their
distinctive auras,  to better channel this energy.  People attune to one another to the degree that the ufos recoil back
into space like yoyos. The saucers then join their jagged edges, forming the gears of the cosmic clock, playing their true
role in a more balanced cosmos... reality becomes less distorted, as time and space expand - thus creating an infinite
reality; people, places, and things have take on a more radiant, multidimensional look ... a heaven on earth has been
realized.



NIGHTMARE OF THE UNIVERSE SYPNOSIS

Overwhelmed by depression and life's disappointments, I kill myself by breathing  carbon monoxide. But the engine
emitting this toxin explodes, killing me sooner than I expect. I find myself in a parallel reality, being chased by a giant,
unseen devil. I encounter many ghoulish sites in the abandoned streets. But I elude these horrors by running around the
sunlit corner of an alley.

 Meanwhile, some scientists are watching my paranormal journey on a huge monitor connected to my badly
burned, comatose body. They're studying the journey of souls, so that they can guide them telepathically to their
ultimate destination. These doctors are like guardian angels in reverse, or 'physical guides'. They theorize that the goal
of all souls is to create a personalized, yet all-embracing heaven, where we're all one; they believe that the personalized
realities  we weave, can expand and link with one another, eventually  forming  into the ultimate heaven - where all
possibilities are explored to the fullest.

 Thus if I learn to create an all-embracing heaven - where I co-exist with the best selves of even the most
corrupt, fragmented souls - they'll be inspired to find themselves,  or to self-integrate in other domains - eventually
weaving their own interconnecting heaven. Otherwise, most souls will remain divided, continually slipping in and out of
various dimensions, at the expense of their emotional attachments/truamas, or mood swings, or at the mercy of
comprimising political and religious systems/ society's biases and prejudices, etc.

 Thus, I venture through various nightmarish realms, while finding/creating my true heaven -warding off others'
parasitic demons and misguided gods in the process.

  I experience a surreal judgement day in the first realm. One's deepest, truest self either attracts protective
deities or predatory devils in this day of 'judgement', or rather assessment. For instance, some neo-nazis are attacked by
fascist aryan entities - their very gods turning on them in the moment of truth. Even some ordinary folk, like policemen,
teachers, and other 'law-abiding', faithful, patriotic citizens are attacked by  gods or beings they never would've
suspected.

 Swastika-shaped stealth bombers also firebomb 'safe' metro-suburban areas, while towering tornado-like
poltergeists tear their way through.

 I elude most of these threats but I'm eventually surrounded by extreme humanoids, malformed agents of
'Project in-crowd'( ie, an inhuman hive-consciousness , or 'aura-thing' which infiltrates, posesses, and deforms society's
blind/mindless followers).But the scientists telepathically remind me of my true passions: for boxing/martial arts,
robots, and monstrous dinosaurs. Henceforth, I'm rescued by an army of awesome beasts and pugilistic cyborgs, after
doing a joint meditation/prayer. They effortlessly slaughter the humanoids.

 I converse with the boxer-cyborgs, who call themselves the 'meten men', while the beasts known as 'kenisaurs'
look on.  I realize that the robots are inhabited by the spirits of frustrated, alienated loners not unlike like myself.
They're reformed sociopaths and extremists: former neo-nazis,  terrorists, soldiers, and the like. They're drawn to my
hopeful aura, for they're either  trying to find a more peaceful path or they're looking to participate in a more liberating
struggle, beyond the futile, twisted ends of nihilism.

 However, our belief in fighting a so-called just war keeps us enslaved, for we're soon attacked by a stronger
wave of fascist humanoids; equipped with awesome weapons. But we're also supplied by a greater technology - though
we're given a choice: either use our supenatural resources to transcend this self-devouring, vacuum-like reality, or use it
to fuel the ultimate weapons system, in a vain attempt to stop project in-crowd's evergrowing army  - thus taking a
karmic chance by possibly dying and being reincarnated in another reality , doomed to repeat our present struggle.



 But our self-defense impulse - our fear - is too great, and we choose to fight - though the kenisaurs have
disappeared, as if fleeing the scene of the battle. We focus, and grow to gigantic proportions, waging a surreal boxing
war on our assailants; our punches telepathically guiding artillery and tanks against their marauding armies -
mechanized warfare literally becoming an extension of our martial artist spirits. But we're soon overwhelmed by their
plague of armies; the more soldiers we vanquish, thrice more appear.  The kenisaurs merge into one gargantuan
serpentine mass, more powerful than a black hole or other portal. They envelop and absorb this petty domain,
dissipitating all destructive forces, while providing refuge for the good in all souls - thus, me and the meten men,
including the better selves of the 'enemy' are saved. A greater power had virtually intervened on our behalf. We part
ways, continuing our redemptive journey, though we're sure that we'll meet again.

I have 2 more quantum/pscho-spiritual adventures, before uncovering the secret of transcendance. My compassionate
mindset enables all beings to flourish in my reality, which, in turn inspires them to align their particular realities - to the
point that all karmic tensions dwindle. I'm re-united with my friends and family, the meten men, kenisaurs... and I meet
many new friends as well.

The paranormal scientists conclude my journey  to be a success, even as my physical body dies. They plan to release
their findings and conclusions to the public - which are the karmic implications and dangers of an unbalanced society
and thus the importance of holistic/inter-dimensional therapy. Though they believe in free will and in the choices of the
individual, they're also convinced that much of life's stresses and ills, ie, war, crime, frustration, poverty, discrimination,
are artificial, and ultimately soluble... in other words, the struggle should be simplified, so that we can focus on deeper,
more empowering challenges. They believe that experts in all educational  fields - science, psychology, spirituality, the
arts, and the rest should get over their biases, and learn how to create fertile social soil, allowing every potentially
nourishing vegetable( the citizen) to grow, as opposed to hastily planting seeds with the misguided assumption that only
the few who can grow under any condition are worth planting. This endeavor is especially crucial, since the world is
suddenly experiencing a physical apocalypse, beset by the very repressed demons and hellish phenomena that we face
in dreamworlds and paranormal experiences.

 The tale ends with an epilogue, speculating on the inter-related origins of myths, religions, and some mysteries .
Deep in the chasms of Puerto Rico, a hispanic archaeologist and his assistant uncover the ruins of a lost, advanced
civilization not too different from our own. They also discover giant mechanical statues and clay figurines  of those
titans. The archaelogist speculates that these anomalous objects are  inventions of an ancient Puerto Rican civilization -
They're still functional, and the writings accompanying them can provide   a possible explanation and cure to the present
threat.

 He feels so proud, that an 'overlooked' culture like his (Puerto Rican) once had a glorious, Atlantis-like past; he
can't wait to share this 'new' mythology and artifacts with a world that thinks has seen it all. But he's unaware that his
discoveries, the meten men, are products of my imagination - 'props' from my struggle in the parallel/surreal realm -
and that some of the meten men weren't Puerto Rican; some were European, African, Asian, Mid-eastern, etc. ... thus
my unique vision has a universal basis - alluding to the idea that there's no pure race or culture, for all cultures inspire
each other indirectly/unconsciously, by way of the cosmic undercurrent, which is driving us to transcend all allusionary
labels, identities, and nationalities in order for humankind to create a stable,yet non-comprimising, utopean existence,
where we explore and express ourselves throughout infinity.

STREETFIGHTER FROM HELL SUMMARY



STREETFIGHTER FROM HELL SUMMARY

Society's driven half-crazy by a secret mind control experiment, the purpose of which is to create a more competitive
populace. But this operation has more side effects than solutions: psychopaths and demons emerge from the shadows
as a result of this undiscleplined manipulation of forces beyond the understanding of so-called master-minds... besides
the random shootings and assaults, people are battered by the fists of invisible assailants, and others are burned alive
by molotov bottle-throwing entities called the inhuman arsonists.  .

A former mma fighter simply known as the Streetfighter is one of the afflicted psychoes. He was an honest, law-abiding
citizen before, although he's still considered a loser, because of his lack of success in the mma. But he's been tormented
with hateful thoughts and hallucinations for the last 2 years( at the height of the mind control experiment)... and he's
noticed that society has become more stressed-out - and hateful towards outsiders. This combustible mixture of
frustration, depression, persecution, and an illness imposed on him from the outside has driven him to physically assault
anyone who disrespects him.

 He's attacked by a mob of various enforcers: police, mobster strongmen, ex-cons, gangbangers and other tough
guys from different, seemingly conflicting  backgrounds. They're all unified by their hatred of the unknown enemy. He's
being hunted down because society has learned of his 2-year assualt and battery spree... though he was backed by a
'higher authority' whose connections were even stronger than those of the mafia, cia, fbi, et al - though people never
questioned why he got away with those assaults for so long.

 The streetfighter was recruited by the authority for revolutionary purposes, in an effort to empower the
commonfolk against the perpetuaters of the experiment and other conspiracies.

As the mob attacks him, he can't identify a particular face in this crowd, again he's plagued by hallucinations: he sees the
same scowling, devilish face on his attackers' bodies.  But he's a 'psychic psycho' endowed with psychic powers(
enabling him to see things in their true forms via revelatory hallucucinations - for instance, when  he sees inhuman, and
demonic forces  compelling people to act destructively, he realizes that these demons are really our mutated angels -
again, these demons are also products of the experiment,which has divided the collective human psyche to such a
degree that all inner selves, whether good or bad have taken many distorted forms on the outside, in our physical
reality.  ) And he posesses  superhuman strength and fighting skills - unexpected side effects of the experiment. This
formerly mediocre boxer tears his way through this entangled mob, like a giant rotary saw shredding tentacles.

This is why the government ignores the sightings of phantom criminals since they don't know how to contain something
which can only be reclaimed and purified by the individual.

 He escapes the mob , though he knows that his day are numbered. He's back in his tiny apartment, reflecting on
the events of the past 2 years: his sudden madness, the inexplicable crime waves and sighting of phantom tormentors.
He noticed that at the initial stages, the 'trust nobody and report anything  mentality' was prevalent. People, divided by
class, bias, belief, and nationality, could be drafted to fight in  conflicts based on chauvinism and exploitation. No one
knows who the real enemy is, what's real anymore, so they rely on short-sighted authorities, which inevitably clouds
their  discerning view all the more... hence, their conspiracy serves another purpose: a populace that succeeds or fails
accordingly to the narrow rules can be monitered more effectively.

 He recalls when the super-agent approached him, telling him how he noticed that the world was picking on him
because he wasn't in the norm; that he was deemed a threat by forces beyond his reckoning. He offered to give the
streetfighter total protection, if he became an 'undercover fighter' or strongarm for him - in an effort to humble the
bullies, whether physical or psychological . The agent theorizes that most bullies act the way they do because they know
they can get away with it; that their victims can't retaliate... so he gives the streetfighter unlimited protection when



beating up anyone who disrespects him.  This one-man rebellion can inspire others victimized by the system, to stage an
aggressive, if not violent revolution.

 The streetfighter proceeds to beat-up bouncers, smart-mouths/wise-asses, and cops. He  easily dispatches
anyone stupid enough to put their hands on him - although, he never uses weapons.

 The collective consciousness of the oppressed populace begins to change, as his 'revolution' inspires and
encourages  them. They stage violent protests in the streets, and begin to assert themselves in the workplace - to the
degree that the powers-that-be begin to panic . Society becomes less abusive towards those on the margins; people
think twice about who they mess with.

Some persons associated with the powers-that-be meet with the super-agent, offering to sponsor him and other
'frustrated losers/revolutionaries - for the purpose of  being a special police force or militia.They claim to be a
independant, progressive organization, at odds with the establishment, because of the government's secretive
operations... They say that they that want to keep other dissidents in check( who, in their words, are terrorists, and are
threatening to undermine the revolution )...  so it makes sense for former members of the establishment to cooperate
with rebels, since they have all the resources. "Why fight with your fists, and minds when we can give you such great
weapons' they argue.

 The superagent accepts their offer, but the streetfighter disagrees, as he senses, by way of his revelatory
hallucinations, that the revolution is being comprimised. Since, they don't see eye-to-eye, the agent severs his ties with
the streetfighter . He also loses his protection ... and the masses, bewildered by all the abrupt, conflicting  trends - and
needing someone to simplify life's crises - are made aware of his 2-year rampage. They target the streetfighter, as if
making him the ultimate  scapegoat of society's recent ills - and the law becomes more condemning than ever towards
nonconformists. The revolution is thwarted.

 The streetfighter is compelled to leave his apartment, as if making a final effort to survive - to defy his fate of
execution by the vengeful masses. He's drawn to the Charles river. He meditates on his higher power, a goddess-jogger.
He becomes inspired, empowered, and healed just by believing that such a beautiful, powerful, and majestic being could
love a loser and thug like himself. But she really does exist, and she's distantly connected to the phantoms that haunt us
on the periphery.  The streetfighter, despite his despair and madness, was able to communicate with his higher power -
for deep down, he knew there was a simpler world beyond the cutthroat realm... his profound faith enables her to be an
all-powerful goddess,; his cynicism could've easily turned her into a demon.

The goddess-jogger plans to intervene, even though other dieties think that she shouldn't interfere. They say that
people have free will, and should suffer the consequences of their choices. But she decides to break the karmic
paradigm, because it's irrelevant in an era of such  disinformation and energetic imbalances - people are exposed to too
many discriminating, incriminating, parasetic forces. She believes that the gods themselves are lazy, and should do more
to inspire their befuddled human counterparts.

The streetfighter's suddenly surrounded by demons in the ever-thickening darkness. But he finds the secret of coping
with the threat of the unknown: he makes a buddhist-like connection to the expanding void - those seemingly fleeting
moments of emptiness between overwhelming thoughts, feelings, fears, stresses... he realizes that trying to identify,
control,  and contain the base undercurrent is akin to chasing a ray that just travels faster the moment you attempt to
follow it - even if it eludes your physical gaze, it'll travel even faster if you use a interplanetary telescope or whatever
high-tech approach. He understands that this is the underlying dynamic of all unfathomable forces, positive and
negative. Thus attuning oneself in the most mindful, sensitive way possible, enables one to ride the quantum wave - or
the creative, compassionate god-impulse, before it fragments and scatters into lower energies.



This selfless oneness allows him to effortlessly evade the molotov cocktail bottles of the inhuman arsonists, and the
projectiles of other invisible entities. It also enables him to understand the source of this evil, the root of this
paranormal plague in a non-condemning way. The lifeless aura of evil is itself suffering, because it's self-consuming as
opposed to merging with a self-sustaining, all-embracing, trans-universalist consciousness.

The malignant beings all vanish when he makes this compassionate realization. But he's attacked by the human lynch
mob - though he gives in to this futile darwinian struggle: of conquering the present enemy, only to await the next
threat.  Although he's killed by the clubs of the mob, he isn't aware of his own death, since his goddess-jogger rescues
his spirit, and consoles him. He's forced to suffer a final punishment as a result of his violent actions, but her
unconditional love and boundless compassion heals his wounds, allowing him to persevere through the brief torments
of purgatory.

The human mobs celebrate his death, as if the very source of evil has been eradicated. However, the physical demons
infiltrate and posess these oblivious citizens, and people become more paranoid and condemning than ever, as the
everchanging face of the unknown enemy takes on everyone's characteristics. This spiritual blindnesss results in mass
riots, and 'uncivil' civil wars... almost everyone becomes a terrorist. The scientists and politicians who had instigated this
chaos with their conspiracy admit their wrongdoing. They collaborate with honest, balanced social activists in an effort
to cure society - by exorcising the demons one-by-one, accordingly to the needs of the individual; transforming them
into angels accordingly to their particular strengths and abilities.

 Society experiences a mass spiritual awakening and revolution.



'RADICAL COLLABORATION: THE METHOD TO THE MADNESS OF MY INCONSISTENT, YET 'PROGRESSIVE' TECHNICAL
EXECUTION

 I use a raw, experimental approach with my art and writing, which varies in between perfection and
imperfection. I'm not overly-concerned with 'producing' something super-smooth and polished, since my aesthetic
seeks to resolve another of life's most overlooked, yet crucial paradoxes: the inability to work with extremes/opposites
in a more complimentary manner, whether it be the superior and inferior supporting each other, the strong and weak,
intelligent and 'stupid', 'perfect' and 'imperfect', and the rest.

 For instance, sometimes I write like a high-minded pro( creating  lucid, straightforward stories) other times I
write amatuerishly( with grammatical or continuity errors ) - same with my art. But I argue that this approach is a
statement in itself, a radical collaboration between the high and low, pro and amatuer, master and student, genius and
dummy. This can motivate people of different fields and backgrounds to focus on their many commonalities, not petty
differences .

 The inability to work with potentially complimentary opposites leads to a plethora of 'isms, or discriminations
against persons with unique ways of learning from  and contributing to a diverse info pool.  We are all evolutionary
opportunities, not pawns to be placed in caste systems and pecking orders. It doesn't matter where we came from, or
where we're at, rather, what's crucial is where we are going by working with whatever's at hand. Thus, I express broad
ideas through my limited abilities - which is an act of defiance in itself. This shows that reality's truths and gifts depends
upon your compassionate boldness and ability to see, not on academic degrees, pre-ordained genetic gifts, or on a
particular experience.

 So in this sense, if my work sucks, then its better that it sucks in a great way, as opposed to being great in a
sucky way. It's better to be mediocre in an exceptional way, than to be exceptional in a familiar way.  If you are the
worst, than be the best at that. I sense the ever-revealing vastness of the omni-spectrum, so immediate
structures/disciplines, and mediums are too constraining. My approach can serve as a blueprint for multi-dimensional
thinking( 'co-ordinating consciousness') which I think will be the future mindset. In conclusion, my aesthetic is
'primitive/advanced', and meekly powerful; you need a simple means to channel the most powerful forces, otherwise
things burn themselves out. I hope this approach will stimulate people to outgrow this system of high-tech primitivism -
where we have great technologies, information, and networks, but have yet to outgrow many bestial impulses( dog-eat-
dog competition, bias, alienation, judgemental mindsets).



INTELLECTUAL IMAGINATION SERIES:

 These not your typical zines, they're wild graphic novelettes exploring our evolutionary potential. Don't be misled by
the simple, mixed-media format of these epic meta-sci-fi books, which complement their synergistic/transcendental
themes. These themes are too multi-layered to be accurately expressed through traditional formats, whether comics,
novels, and the like. Inter-related themes of progress, the supernatural, and existentialism are synthesized into my
speculative mythology, bridging the gaps between fantasy/metaphor, logic/education, structure and freedom, society,
and the individual. I believe integrated( less-discriminatory forms of) intelligence is the way to the future.

What is our evolutionary potential and the complimentary purpose of my work? We can  co-shape our own evolution(
'co-evolution')which is dependant upon our mindful internalization of life's challenges/stresses. This greater
internalization allows us to bridge our differences, and other seemingly conflicting ideas. This allows us to bridge most
contradictions, whether within, without, and beyond( in the individual, society, and everything in between) - to the
degree that we can utilize our tools and resources to align with the ultimate free energy system. This O.I.( organic
intelligence) system encapsulates everything on the quantum level, and is the source of infinite ideas and
technologies.This system can tackle any challenge and bridge any reality( whether physical or non-physical) - as much of
that reality we can envision with our present systems. We use the building blocks of our immediate systems as 'merging
blocks' for a more dynamic, organic system.

I do this symbolically with my art, creating my own intersecting reality: manifested by my compassionate curiousity and
transparency. For instance, in some tales, I'm my own celebrity, superhero , god( for lack of a better word) and a boxing
( 'paradoxing')champion in a reality of intersecting worlds, populated by diverse beings( not unlike aliens, dragons,
robots, and the rest). But my seemingly selfish desires: for love, acceptance, happiness, understanding, and self-mastery
are indirectly fulfilled by helping others follow their dreams in the most sentient, yet dynamic  of realities.

 My organic-geometric drawing style corresponds to my overall philosophy about our evolutionary potential: where
structure/systems of limitation( whether mathematical, neurological, linguistic, et al) unravel, yet intersect like spirals,
coelescing into portals within portals. Hence, my worlds are holographic in a way that's not too overwhelming, where
you see portals/connections( to places/ events/others) in various details( whether the scales on a dragon, features of a
person, symmetries in a structure) accordingly to your perception.

There are 10 books in this series, in no particular order, but like the (often) contrary chapters in a religous text, they
ultimately compliment themes of transcendance from various perspectives. My technique is experimental, sometimes
incorporating familiar genres, like illustrated short stories/ parables, comics, and speculative essays/manifestoes about
the nature of reality.  Sometimes they border many styles( for example, with the art, I border the abstract, surreal,
achitectural, avante-garde; and  prose, poetry, stream-of-consciousness with the writing).

Each book usually has a story or two ( sometimes the tales intersect, but they are usually distinct). Or my book has a
creative essay, and a substantial art gallery( featuring character designs and other conceptual pieces related to fantasy,
sci-fi, and surrealism).

This work will appeal to curious, open-minded connossuers of fantasy with inter-related interests in philosophy,
science/physics, spirituality/metaphysics, fine art, comics, and paranormal/conspiracy research. And it is no coincidence
that even authors in established fields( whether in physics, nuero-science, sociology, et al) are taking a more integrated,
creative approach with their books, as if sensing that organic singularity that is driving us all...
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